In many applications (hypergeometric-type) special functions like orthogonal polynomials are needed. For example in more than 50 % of the published solutions for the (application-oriented) questions in the \Problems Section" of SIAM Review special functions occur. In this article the Mathematica package SpecialFunctions which can be obtained from the URL http://www.zib.de/koepf is introduced 15]. Algorithms to convert between power series representations and their generating functions is the main topic of this package ( 8] { 15]), extending the previous package PowerSeries 12] . Moreover the package automatically nds di erential and recurrence equations ( 13] { 14]) for expressions and for sums (the latter using Zeilberger's algorithm ( 23] , 18], 13]). As an application the fast computation of polynomial approximations of solutions of linear differential equations with polynomial coe cients is presented. This is the asymptotically fastest known algorithm for series computations, and it is much faster than Mathematica's builtin Series command if applicable. Many more applications are considered. Finally the package includes implementations supporting the e cient computation of classical continuous and discrete orthogonal polynomials. Holonomic functions have nice algebraic properties: In 1980 Stanley 22] proved by algebraic arguments that the sum and product of holonomic functions, and their composition with algebraic functions, in particular with rational functions and rational powers, form holonomic functions, again. By iterative di erentiation and the use of Gaussian elimination, one can construct the resulting di erential equations algorithmically. The funny thing is that these algorithms had been known already in the last century ( 1]{ 2]), but because of their complexity had fallen into oblivion. The package SpecialFunctions contains implementations of these algorithms. The Mathematica procedure SumDE DE1,DE2,f x]] computes the holonomic di erential equation for the sum of two functions which correspond to the holonomic di erential equations DE1 and DE2, written in terms of f x]. Here are some examples:
In 1]:= <<SpecialFunctionsS pecialFunctions, (C) Wolfram Koepf, version 1.00, November 20, 1996 Fast Zeilberger, (C) Peter Paule and Markus Schorn (V 2.2) loaded
In every day language the rst computation reads as: The sum of the functions sin x (satisfying f 00 (x) + f(x) = 0) and e x (satisfying f 0 (x) ? f(x) = 0), sin x + e x , satis es the di erential equation f(x)?f 0 (x)+f 00 (x)?f 000 (x) = 0. Actually any linear combination a sin x+b cos x+ c e x satis es this resulting di erential equation. In the next line the di erential equation for the product sin x e x (or cos x e x ) is computed. Note that the further computations are rather similar, although one of the corresponding functions is much more advanced, namely an Airy function (satisfying f 00 (x) ? x f(x) = 0). A We use the head sum to denote a resulting in nite sum since Mathematica Version 3 evaluates sums with head Sum instantly. Similarly Mathematica's builtin procedure HypergeometricPFQ has instant evaluations in some instances, e.g. 
Similarly to the sum and product algorithms for holonomic di erential equations there are simple sum and product algorithms for holonomic recurrence equations. These compute the recurrence equation for the sum and product, respectively, of two discrete functions a k and b k , given by two holonomic recurrence equations RE1 and RE2. These algorithms are invoked by the procedures SumRE RE1,RE2,a k]] and ProductRE RE1,RE2,a k]], respectively. We get for example
Here the rst computation nds the recurrence equation valid for the sum of 1=k! (satifying a k+1 = a k =(k + 1)) and 1 (satifying a k+1 = a k ), and the second one for the corresponding product. From this point of view the result of the second computation is obvious. The automatic computation of holonomic recurrence equations for expressions is supported through the procedure HolonomicRE expr,a k]]. Examples are
The work with special functions for which holonomic recurrence equations exist, is possible.
One has also access to Zeilberger's algorithm. For this purpose the package uses an implementation of Paule/Schorn from RISC 18]. Zeilberger's algorithm nds a holonomic recurrence equation for a sum
if F(n; k) is a hypergeometric term w.r.t. both n and k, i.e., the term ratios F(n + 1; k) F(n; k) 2 Q(n; k) ; F(n; k + 1) F(n; k) 2 Q(n; k) are both rational functions in n and k. One gets for example for the binomial powers Zeilberger's algorithm can be used to prove identities. The Legendre polynomials P n (x), e. By the following computations three of these representations are proved to be consistent
Out 27]= (-1 -n) P n] + (3 + 2 n) x P 1 + n] + > (-2 -n) P 2 + n] == 0
In 28]:= HolonomicRE 1/2^n*sum Binomial n,k]^2* (x-1)^(n-k)*(x+1)^k,{k,0,n}],P n]]
Out 28]= (1 + n) P n] -(3 + 2 n) x P 1 + n] + > (2 + n) P 2 + n] == 0
In 29]:= HolonomicRE 1/2^n*sum (-1)^k*Binomial n,k]* Binomial 2n-2k,n]*x^(n-2k),{k,0,Infinity}],P n]]
To nish the proof that these sums represent the same family of functions, it is enough to verify that two initial values agree since by the above computations the sums satisfy the same second order recurrence equation. Note that the last sum is supported in the interval 0; bn=2c] which can be seen from the two upper indices ? n?1 
The procedure SumToHypergeometric sum expr,fk,0,Infinityg]] converts an in nite sum into hypergeometric notation; the procedure FunctionToHypergeometric which was mentioned before uses SumToHypergeometric internally. 
The command specfunprint turns on a verbatim mode with which you will be informed about intermediate computation steps. Similarly, we get 
Gamma -] 504 3 Gamma -] 3 3
Gamma -] 180 3 Gamma -] 3 3
Gamma -] 3
whereas the buitin Series command gives 
Gamma -] 12 3
Gamma -] 3 3
Hence even for modest order the method can be rather fast. If the order is large, then the speedup is even more impressive as can be seen from the computations below. Here Taylor f,x,x0,n] gives a Taylor approximation of order n for f(x) at the point of development x 0 , by generating a holonomic di erential equation for f(x), and using SeriesSolution, if applicable. Note that even the closed form solution given in line 43 does not provide a faster way to compute the series: The evaluation of each single coe cient takes about the same time than the iterative computation of the coe cients used by Taylor.
Advanced Applications
In this section, we give some advanced applications. Without explicit mentioning, all computations give proofs modulo initial values. The rst one is Dougall's identity Out 55]= (1 + a + n) (1 + a -b -c + n)
Note that from this computation the parameters of the right hand hypergeometric term in (2) can be directly read o . Hence Zeilberger's algorithm has discovered the right hand side of (2) 
Rather than proving this in the usual way by showing that both sides satisfy the same holonomic di erential equation, we can use Zeilberger's algorihm to determine the right hand side of (3), given the left hand product, by using the Cauchy product. This is done by the computation Note that here the input is much more complicated than the output is! The computational trick is that we interchanged the order of summation of the double sum. By an application of Clausen's formula from the Askey-Gasper identity it follows that for > ?2 the left hand function in (4) n (x) one gets for example the simple formula
This result can be obtained, e.g., by taking ! 0 in the connection relation
The latter statement can be discovered by To obtain (5), we use the representation P n (x) = x n 2 F 1 ?n=2; (1 ? n)=2 x n n! z n = e x z we obtain (5).
E cient Computation of Orthogonal Polynomials
In recent studies we discovered that none of the popular computer algebra systems Out 67]= (-mu + n) (1 -mu + n) a n] + > (1 -mu + n) (1 + mu + n -x) a 1 + n] + > mu (2 + n) a 2 + n] == 0
In 68]:= HolonomicRE Charlier n,mu,2x],a x]]
Out 68]= 2 (-3 -mu + n -2 x) (1 + x) (1 + 2 x)
